The Changchun Institute of Optics, Fine Mechanics and Physics (CIOMP) team is developing the Giant Steerable Science Mirror (GSSM) for Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) which will enter the preliminary design phase in 2016. The GSSM is the tertiary mirror of TMT and consists of the world's largest flat telescope mirror (approximately 3.4m X 2.4 m X 100mm thick) having an elliptical perimeter positioned with an extremely smooth tracking and pointing mechanism in a gravity-varying environment. In order to prepare for developing this unique mirror system, CIOMP has been developing a 1/4 scale, functionally accurate version of the GSSM prototype during the pre-construction phase of GSSM.
INTRODUCTION
TMT (Thirty Meter Telescope) will be one of the largest ground-based telescopes including E-ELT (Europe Extremely Large Telescope) and GMT (Giant Magellan Telescope). All three telescopes will have 30 meter class apertures-larger than any existing optical telescopes in the world so far. Each large telescope has unique features. In the case of TMT, the tertiary mirror has the function of relaying the optical beam from secondary mirror to science instruments that are located on Nasmyth platforms that rotate in azimuth with the telescope, but do not tilt in elevation with it. This architecture places stability and precision requirements on the GSSM that are unprecedented considering the large geometrical size of the nearly 4 meter class optic. The tertiary mirror of TMT is called GSSM (Giant Steerable Science Mirror) because this architecture enables many science advantages such as rapid switching between instruments to allow observing transient phenomenon quickly and by multiple instruments. The GSSM is mounted on a support tower that protrudes through the central hole of primary mirror. Figure 1 shows the GSSM location in the TMT. Figure 2 shows the scheme of GSSM. Many support methods were investigated for the Cell Assembly (M3CA) of the GSSM [2] . The active support system was employed at first, in which 60 axial actuators supported the tertiary mirror. But it is difficult to decouple GSSM active optics system and M1's. In the end, the active support system was abandoned. Then an 18-point whiffletree system was developed to support the mirror axially, with a 12-point whiffletree system acting as the lateral support. The mirror cell assembly concept design was approved in May 2013, and the concept will be verified in the GSSMP system. Detail design (Figure 3 ) of the GSSMP CAP was completed in 2015. The Positioner Assembly (M3PA) is the subsystem of the GSSM which rotates and tilts theM3 Cell Assembly to point the telescope beam towards any selected instrument on either Nasmyth Platform during observing [1][7] . This subassembly is responsible for all rigid body motion of the M3 Cell Assembly (M3CA The Rotator axis is a challenging subassembly [6] . The angle between the Rotator axis and the gravity varies from 0 to 90°.
Then the working conditions require that the Rotator axis supports the axial load, lateral load and the tilting moment.
This is a challenge to the designer. Three drive solutions were investigated for Rotator drive system. They were direct drive, gear transmission and frictional roller transmission. We chose the direct drive for the M3PAP. The final design of the Rotator structure is illustrated in Figure 4 . Due to the volume requirement of GSSM to stay within the obscuration shadow of the M2, the Tilt Assembly needs a compact design [3] . In addition, the angle between the Tilt axis and the gravity varies from 0 to 90°. Thus the Tilt axis must withstand the combination load. There are four key components in Tilt Assembly. They are a turntable, a set of axes, a cradle, and the interface with the M3CAP. The turntable is a plate welded structure, while the cradle is a welded truss.
The tilt axes are hollow forgings with inner diameters large enough for to contain direct drive motor systems. The Tilt
Assembly design details are illustrated in Figure 5 . After 4 months fabrication, all the parts were received. Assembly phase started at the beginning of 2016.
PROGRESS OF GSSMP

CAP progress
As shown in figure 7, axial pads were glued onto the dummy-mirror in April 2016. A laser tracker was used to assist the process. The location error was controlled to less than 0.1 mm. 
Mirror Prototype progress
The mirror prototype was polished to meet a of SlopeRMS less than 1 µradian on the polishing support structure. The result of the mirror surface accuracy measured with an on-site subaperture Fizeau interferometer and using sub-aperture stitching technology is shown in figure 9. In addition, to measure low order polished mirror error, a scanning pentaprism assembly was developed and used to measure focus and astigmatism of the resulting mirror surface. A photograph of the scanning pentaprism equipment is shown in Figure 10 . The mirror easily met its low order requirement. 
WO B B L E O F T H E RO TATO R AXI S
has been measured to be 1.6 arcseconds after removing the first order component that the 
WO B B L E O F T H E RO TATO R AXI S raw data
The first order component removed A same process was used on the tilt axis. Fortunately, both of the two axes performances meet requirements. The testing data can be found in figure 12 .
In order to ensure the performance of GSSMP, some dynamic tests about the key components have been done. Take the cradle as an example. An impact test was carried out with the cradle suspended. The response can be found in figure 13 .
The test result is consistent with the FEA. And the first modal frequency is about 78 Hz. 
4TESTING PLANNING
Mirror surface figure test
The polished mirror surface figure has been measured in the face up configuration resting on a specially designed test support that duplicates the configuration of the Cell Assembly axial support. In order to determine the influence of the Cell Assembly support on the mirror surface, testing will be performed with the mirror mounted to the Cell Assembly I-x in 5 gravity orientations. The same interferometer set-up that was used to measure the face up configuration will be used to measure the mounted mirror surface. A horizontally oriented 24" ZYGO interferometer will be used for the other four orientations which are horizontal. A test fixture to hold and align the mounted mirror has been designed. This fixture is still being fabricated; but a CAD model is shown in Figure 16 .
It can translate the CAP in two directions and can tip/tilt the CAP to collimate with the 24" ZYGO interferometer.
The weight of the CAP is counterbalanced, so there equipment has locks for safety while the CAP is installed or removed.
Also, there will be mark along the guide to monitor the location of the CAP. 
Calibration and motion test
Pointing precision of the CAP will be measured using a Laser Tracker [4] [5] . Spherically Mounted Retroreflectors (SMRs)
will be mounted to a dummy mirror mounted on the Cell Assembly which reflect the laser beam back to its source from any direction. Mounting hardware for the SMRs are shown in figure 18 . The repeatability accuracy of this facility has been measured to be is less than 10 µm in the lab with controlled temperature of 22.3℃.
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Ba113-Plane Figure 18 . The interface of the laser tracker During the calibration testing, the GSSMP will be located on a flat testing base, then raised and located on a tilted testing base to understand the influence of gravity. The interface between the GSSMP and the testing base consists of a kinematic arrangement of ball-cone, ball-groove and ball-plane, as shown in Figure 19 . As the GSSMP is lowered by crane onto the interface, two guide rods are used to help turn around about the interface 1,the interface2 will be firmly attached then, as shown on the right side. The last interface to be fastened will be interface 3. In order to calibrate the motion, laser tracker measurements of the actual mirror position will be made at 1 degree increments that step through the rotation and tilt ranges of motion. The resulting data will be used to create look-up tables that calibrate actual position to encoder readings. After calibration is performed, then the required motions will be measured using calibrated encoder readings to measure velocity, step size and settling time, and jitter. 4. The next step is to impact the GSSMP with hammer using the following sequence: a) Impact close to the accelerometer at point 1.
b) Remove the accelerometer.
c) Impact at point 1.
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e) Attach the accelerometer at point 1.
5. For points 2~14, repeat the steps described in 4.
6. After the hammer testing, the excitation will be applied to the GSSMP mounted on the isolation stand using an exciter. The excitation points are chosen as 13, 14 and 15.
7. For the excitation testing, the wave plot chosen is the fast sin sweep.
Internal vibration testing
The internal vibration requirement is that the force transmitted from the drive systems of the GSSMP to the tower shall be less than = 0.31 . The GSSMP will be mounted to an isolation base for the test.
The following equations calculate the accuracy required for the measurement and the parameters of the test set-up.
In order to make the measurement, measurements must have accuracy that is less than = 0.1
Converting,
= m where theGSSMP is 0.7 ton .The accuracy of the accelerometers must beless than the following:
The system stiffness is then used to estimate the displacement amount. 
CONCLUSION
Pre-construction of Giant Steerable Science Mirror for TMT is currently under the way to complete final testing by the end of July 2016. To date, the design goals of the prototype and gains from optical manufacturing and mechanical structure assembly are being met.
